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CORPORATE POLICY OF ETHICAL BEHAVIOR 

 

The mission of CHINT SOLAR MEXICO, S. DE R.L. DE C.V., hereinafter referred to as 

"THE COMPANY", is to develop the activities of its corporate purpose in compliance with 

the laws and official provisions in the Territory where it carries out them, as well as to develop 

its activities within a framework of high-level ethical standards, guaranteeing their 

compliance and application in all business and service relationships. 

The implementation and management of this Policy will be in charge of the General 

Management of "THE COMPANY" and its supervision and execution will be in charge of 

the Commercial Management of "THE COMPANY". 

All the Sales Promoter, who will be referred to as "THE PROMOTER", who is related to 

"THE COMPANY" and who has a contract signed with it, must comply with certain corporate 

standards of conduct within their commercial scope, same which are enunciative and not 

limited to the following: 

ETHICAL BEHAVIOR 

"THE COMPANY" agrees and declares that in no case does it request or require any service 

or action on the part of "THE PROMOTER" that may constitute an infringement of the law; 

likewise, "THE PROMOTER" agrees and declares that no part of its consideration, 

commissions or contributions will be used for any purpose, conduct or any action that may 

constitute an infringement of any applicable law or legal provision. 

"THE PROMOTER" agrees and undertakes that in the provision of its services, he will not 

offer, promise or give by himself or through a third-party person, money, objects of value or 

any other gift either in goods or services to a public official or any authority be it federal, 

state or municipal. 

"THE PROMOTER" in this act agrees and undertakes that bribery in any form and to any 

person, organization or authority is strictly prohibited. 

"THE PROMOTER" in this act declares under protest of truth, that in all the activities that it 

develops as a result of the services he provides in favor of "THE COMPANY", he will 

observe the strictest compliance with the applicable legal provisions, maintaining in all 

moment and in relation to the activities derived from it, the highest and unquestionable 

ethical behavior, being obliged to comply with the provisions contained in the corresponding 

service contract, in the Industry standards and in this Policy. 

 

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS 

"THE PROMOTER" declares that he is not an official, director or representative of any 

political party, or candidate for any public office. 

"THE PROMOTER" will refrain at all times from carrying out any action that may result in a 

conflict of interest with "THE COMPANY", among such actions are mentioned, but not 

limited to, receiving from or granting the staff of "THE COMPANY" and / or any of the clients, 

gifts, gratuities, payments, loans or any other benefit that could result in a conflict of interest. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY 

“THE PROMOTER” for no reason may disclose to any third party or use for its own benefit 

or for the benefit of any company that may be considered a competitor of "THE COMPANY" 

the commercial information to which it has had access or that has been delivered, since this 

may cause "THE COMPANY" detriment or unquantifiable damage. 

"THE PROMOTER" undertakes not to commit any violation of the information security and 

intellectual property rights of "THE COMPANY", of any company of the Chint group and / 

or of other companies or organizations. 

 

NO COMPETITION 

"THE PROMOTER" will be prevented from performing any act that implies competing 

against "THE COMPANY". Likewise, "THE PROMOTER" is obliged to in no way take 

actions or disclose any information to competitors of "THE COMPANY" that may lead to 

unfair competition for "THE COMPANY". 

 

REPUTATION AND CORPORATE IMAGE 

"THE PROMOTER" undertakes that due to the execution of its services in favor of "THE 

COMPANY", it will not derive any conflict or controversy that damages or has an impact on 

the reputation of "THE COMPANY", including, but not limited to legal impact, impact on 

your name, identity, brands or corporate strategies. "THE PROMOTER" must immediately 

notify "THE COMPANY" in case of any matter that may represent a potential risk to the 

reputation of "THE COMPANY", including, but not limited to, financial, legal, commercial 

matters, and / or reputation or corporate image, having to remove “THE COMPANY” in 

peace and safety. 

Any breach of "THE PROMOTER" to this Policy, will give rise to compensation for damages 

and losses that have been caused to "THE COMPANY", regardless of the specific sanctions 

that have been agreed in the respective contract and all legal actions that "THE COMPANY” 

may exercise against you for the breach in question. 

This Corporate Policy of Ethical Behavior is published on the website 

https://chintglobal.mx/politicas/ which may be subject to changes and updates from time to 

time and "THE PROMOTER" must assume, be aware of and comply with it and specifically 

to the version most recently published on the website. 

Having read this Policy, “THE PROMOTER” is aware of its effects, and sign it of conformity 

on 12th April 2021. 

https://chintglobal.mx/politicas/

